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Summary: Synthesis / characterisation of a new class of highly preorganised chiral compounds
with chelating properties supported by a rigid planar base with various potential applications. The
project will include development / evaluation of the performances of derivatives with applications
in domains such as
-

New chiral catalysts

-

« chiral building blocks » with axial chirality

-

Access to helicoidal compounds with control of the helicity
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X = heteroatoms such as O or N

Project:
This subject constitutes a new subject of research that has been recently initiated in the team. It
will consist in the continuation of very promising results obtained in the laboratory at ENS de
Lyon with the obtention of a first family of enantiomerically pure chiral compounds based on the
planar rigid base.
Our project consists in taking profit of the very strong preorganisation (elbow shaped) of the
planar rigid base with two chiral centers bearing heteroatoms pointing in two different halfspaces. Those building blocks will be used as precursors for the conception of compounds with

constraint geometry with potential interesting applications in domains such as asymetric
catalysis or chiral helicoidal compounds.

Workplan:
1- A first part of the PhD will be dedicated to the validation and development of the
access route to the enantiomerically pure family of precursors that has already been explored. It
will allow the PhD student to become familiar with the specific chemistry involved in the project.
It will also widen the range of precursors by introducing various functional groups or
substituents to enlarge the scope of applications. It will also be possible, if needed, to
functionalise the planar rigid base for more specific goals.
2- The developed molecular platforms being unprecedented, they will be potentially of
high interest for a wide range of applications. The second part of the PhD will thus be dedicated
to performance evaluations in domains such as (non restrictive and not exhaustive list) :
-

Chiral recognition / separation
Asymmetric catalysis / synthesis
Non-linear optics
Chelating properties1, chiral bidentate ligands
Helicoidal compounds
foldamers
material chemistry

It will be of particular interest to compare the properties of this unprecetended structure with
Binol based compounds2 or chiral cyclohexyldiamines, and for different kind of applications
such as supramolecualr aggregates auto-assembling or catalytic properties of chiral complexes
issued from our platform3
We are exploring the opportunities to collaborate or to co-supervise the PhD student with a
chinese partner for the design / characterisation parts of the project concerning chiral
complexes and evaluation of their performances.
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